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**Fang Chronicles: Amy's Story 2013-02-03**

Amy is hot on a story as she tries to discover what life is like for teenage girls living on the street when her disguise almost gets her killed. She is saved by one of New York's most eligible bachelors. His private life is filled with secrets and his story sparks Amy's interest. Discovering the truth lands her in a world of vampires and werewolves that she never dreamed existed. She also never dreamed she could truly love a man or vampire. But Marcus shows her the light—now the two must fight the one person who can destroy their chance at love with the help of Marcus clan of werewolves. The war begins.

**Zenity's Story 2013-10-24**

With a beastkind war on the horizon and his entire pack wiped out by the southern lion pride, Nicolas longs for death after months of daily torture at the hands of his enemies. Zenya, a werecat rescued by wolves places herself in danger's way because Nicolas's dark eyes haunt her dreams. They're natural enemies, but their beasts have other ideas. Add in a one-armed teenage hellion, a blind female with a heart of gold, and a deadly vampire with a boyish face, and Nicolas just might have a new clan misfit cats crazy wolves and a special miracle combine with danger love and revenge in Zenya's story. Author's note: This is book three of the Fang Chronicles and I highly recommend you read the books in order.

**Fang Chronicles: Zeniya's Story 2013**

With a beastkind war on the horizon and his entire pack wiped out by the southern lion pride, Nicolas longs for death after months of daily torture at the hands of his enemies. Zenya, a werecat rescued by wolves places herself in danger's way because Nicolas's dark eyes haunt her dreams. They're natural enemies, but their beasts have other ideas. Add in a one-armed teenage hellion, a blind female with a heart of gold, and a deadly vampire with a boyish face, and Nicolas just might have a new clan misfit cats crazy wolves and a special miracle combine with danger love and revenge in the next Fang Chronicles installment. 7 book series complete.

**Fang Chronicles: Emily's Story 2013-10**

After a werewolf savagely rapes Carolynn, she hides her tormented secret below the basement stairs. For nineteen years, Emily's entire universe was the caged room in the cellar she knew little kindness and received only enough food to stay alive. She understood nothing of the world above. Stairs, she would have died in the room of her childhood but her world changed the day she could take no more. Her life began the day she killed her mother. Brandt, the alpha of the northern pack, has loved the same woman for hundreds of years. Each day, his heart breaks slowly because she does not return his love having no will to live. He invites death through challenges for Alpha Brandt's life changes when he hunts a feral werewolf for killing a human delivering death to the beautiful white she-wolf is his job but one bite of her sweet blood alters his heart and now he must tame the woman who has never known love.

**Emily's Story 2016-01-25**

After a werewolf savagely rapes Carolynn, she hides her tormented secret below the basement stairs. For nineteen years, Emily's entire universe was the caged room in the cellar she knew little kindness and received only enough food to stay alive. She understood nothing of the world above. Stairs, she would have died in the room of her childhood but her world changed the day she could take no more. Her life began the day she killed her mother. Brandt, the alpha of the northern pack, has loved the same woman for hundreds of years. Each day, his heart breaks slowly because she does not return his love having no will to live. He invites death through challenges for Alpha Brandt's life changes when he hunts a feral werewolf for killing a human delivering death to the beautiful white she-wolf is his job but one bite of her sweet blood alters his heart and now he must tame the woman who has never known love.

**Fang Chronicles: Esha's Story 2013-10**

Vampire politics are not exactly what Rondy expects when he enters the dark world of immortality and killing a deadly out of control tigershifter is not his idea of fun. When fate intercedes Rondy and Esha fight her inevitable death and take the brief time they are given to search for a miracle that would topple the childless world of vampires.
Mandy’s Story 2014-05-01

Mandy’s story is a standalone humorous and little bit kinky side story to the Fang Chronicles. This series every beastkind knows you don’t mess with a Kodiak Bear. Everyone is except Mandy the Wolf Pack Alpha’s sister. When Mandy hears whispers that the bad attitude Bear Honey has chosen a mate she takes matters into her own hands. Her Wolf decided months ago that Honey was hers. If drugging kidnapping and making him live in a feral cage won’t work she’s planning to give Honey a little bad attitude of her own. The Bear Clan is ferocious deadly and their fighting skills coveted by other Beastkind. With war knocking at the door Honey has little time for games or courting. The best he can offer are a few grunts of acknowledgement to a young Wolf who seems to be everywhere he looks. When he wakes up in a feral cage at the hands of that same exasperating she wolf all bets are off. If anyone thinks Bears and Wolves don’t mix they’ve never seen Mandy on a mission. She refuses to give into the sexy he bear when he tries to seduce her out of her tight little assets and himself out of the cage. She’s locked him in two can play that game and in the end Honey will learn they both need to win or else.

The Fang 2020-04-16

The Fang takes the most notorious villains of all times – vampires and brings an all new twist. Vampires have become organized in groups to defeat their common enemy. Rebecca must do this. They have come up with a plan to destroy her employer. The Vatican. Now Rebecca must find the one man who is best equipped to stop them and convince him to come back to the Vatican before the vampires plan is enacted.

Mandy’s Story 2024-01-04

Everyone knows you don’t mess with a Kodiak Bear. Everyone except Mandy the Wolf Pack Alpha’s sister. When Mandy hears whispers that Honey, a bear with a bad attitude has chosen a mate she takes matters into her own hands. Her Wolf decided months ago that Honey was hers. If drugging kidnapping and making him live in a feral cage won’t work she’s planning to give Honey a little bad attitude of her own. The Bear Clan is ferocious deadly and their fighting skills coveted by other Beastkind. With war knocking at the door Honey has little time for games or courting. The best he can offer are a few grunts of acknowledgement to a young Wolf who seems to be everywhere he looks. When he wakes up in a feral cage at the hands of that same exasperating she wolf all bets are off. If anyone thinks Bears and Wolves don’t mix they’ve never seen Mandy on a mission. She refuses to give into the sexy he bear when he tries to seduce her out of her tight little assets and himself out of the cage. She’s locked him in two can play that game and in the end Honey will learn they both need to win or else. 7 book series complete.

Beast 2024-11-27

The new post-apocalyptic world is threatened by a corrupt US government. Hellhounds are gathering for another showdown. Americans are working with Shadow Warriors to overthrow the new government. What could go wrong when the US government annihilates a human outpost? Marinah and King must lead the Shadow Warriors on a deadly mission to stop those responsible and discover how deep the government corruption runs. Marinah has spent months learning to control her kickass Shadow warrior body. She takes herself to the next level. All would be well if she wasn’t constantly chasing after two rambunctious wannabe fighters. The biggest problem is neither is over 3 feet tall and their brains are smaller than peapods. With war on the horizon Marinah and King have their hands full. Marinah has spent months learning to control her kickass Shadow warrior body. She takes herself to the next level. All would be well if she wasn’t constantly chasing after two rambunctious wannabe fighters. The biggest problem is neither is over 3 feet tall and their brains are smaller than peapods. With war on the horizon Marinah and King have their hands full. Marinah has spent months learning to control her kickass Shadow warrior body. She takes herself to the next level. All would be well if she wasn’t constantly chasing after two rambunctious wannabe fighters. The biggest problem is neither is over 3 feet tall and their brains are smaller than peapods. With war on the horizon Marinah and King have their hands full.

Halloween and Spooky Stories of the Night 2017-10-09

Fictional Halloween and spooky stories is a collection of tales that have been carefully selected to transport readers into the eerie and mysterious world of Halloween. These stories are designed to entertain and frighten readers of all ages providing a spine-tingling reading experience that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. One of the things that makes this collection so special is how it captures the spirit of Halloween these stories are not just scary for the sake of being scary. They are infused with the atmosphere and ambiance of the holiday from the dark and stormy nights to the howling of wolves. In the distance these stories will transport you to the world of Halloween and all its spooky delights.

Amy’s Story 1998-05-28

Journalist Amy Styles is on the trail of a killer. The last thing she expects is to find him drugged barely conscious and thinking her life is over. A man saves her and opens the door to a new paranormal world that changes Amy’s life forever. Marcus Lincoln is an enigma. Within the online gossip world he’s rich, evasive, and hot. He has a dark secret. Marcus knows Amy is special. Opening his world to her could be the best thing that’s ever happened to her. It could also mean her death. When an old enemy goes on the hunt for Amy, Marcus must finally right a horrible wrong to save the people he loves. Enter the world of Vampires and Werewolves. Enter the Fang Chronicles. Series complete.
**Tyboll's Story 1901**

A grumpy bear shifter a stubborn she bear and more growls than a bear clan can possibly handle will the two kill each other or discover they make the perfect mated pair? Tyboll is as egotistical as only a bear shifter can be. Veda has no problem putting the self-centered bear in his place even if it’s the outhouse throne when they finally touch and discover they are mates it’s a match made in beastkind hell or is it. Better to wet his appetite than a witch who better to tame her lonely heart than a raging bear? 7 book series complete.

**Ivan's Story 2018-05-31**

The loss of Ivan’s mate left him broken and turned his inner beast inside out with the war between the wolves and enemy cats who killed his mate all over his anger has no focus. His new clan consists of two vampires three cats and his lone wolf Talya ran from her clan after losing a challenge against her friend for the love of Dmitri. The leader of the bear clan she’s young and impulsive with the weight of her shameful past on her shoulders can two humans help her mature into the alpha female she’s destined to be or will she endanger them both to the point of no return? Ivan needs a mate worthy of taking on his angry beast and Talya needs a mate strong enough to tame her erratic impulses. Can sworn enemies overcome their sorrows and fight for a chance at eternal love? 7 book series complete.

**Animality and Children's Literature and Film 2016-11-10**

Examining culturally significant works of children's culture through a posthumanist or animality studies lens. Animality and children's literature and film argues that Western philosophy's objective to establish a notion of an exclusively human subjectivity is continually countered in the very texts that ostensibly work to this end.

**Dragons Don't Cry 2014-06-22**

One pint sized human female who’s had too much to drink, not enough sleep and absolutely no patience meets one stubborn dragon shifter with an attitude. Bastian claims Acasia his unwilling bride after she spends the night carousing with friends. She’s not happy. He’s pissed off and with a curse from a goddess thrown in you’ll see Bastian breathe fire. Add secrets, treasure and unimaginable heartbreak for an emotionally humorous read and discover why Dragons Don’t Cry a fairy tale for adults? 17 readers.

**Dmitri's Story 2019-09-12**

With war on the horizon, Dmitri Liege Vampire to the bear clan offers safe haven to Vorlyk and his new clan. Having another vampire in his territory is difficult but a certain young she cat makes life impossible. The stalking feline has her eyes set on Dmitri even when his eyes stray elsewhere the enemy proves that the clans of North American are not safe and it’s time to fight. Battle plans are drawn and a traitor continues to wreak havoc. Dmitri hides a secret that could destroy them all. Can one she cat change the deadly tide of war and will Dmitri's curse keep him from taking a chance on love?

**The Legend of Queen Cama 2022-05-25**

An English translation and a commentary on the chronicle of Queen Cama, an important but neglected female monarch who founded a dynasty in northern Thailand.

**Esha's Story 2007-12-18**

Vampire politics are not exactly what Rondy expects when he enters the dark world of immortality. Killing a deadly out of control tigershifter is not his idea of fun. When fate intervenes Rondy and Esha fight her inevitable death and take the brief time they have to search for a miracle that could topple the childless world of vampires? 7 book series complete.

**Zeny's Story 2021-11-15**

A new translation of the 1894 chronicle by a high ranking official from the Nan kingdom. A once powerful principality whose territory encompassed all of what is now northwestern Laos and neighboring portions of China in addition to the present province of Nan in Thailand. It details the history of the principality, the legendary origins of the Nan river valley, the rituals and customs of the Nan, the moral duties of the ruler and royal genealogy, a fascinating portrait of Thai history and culture.

**The Nan Chronicle 2006**

The novella as the editors of this volume explain is in many ways the native habitat of modern Chinese literary production. The ideal fictional form for revealing the various facets of contemporary Chinese culture. The seven novellas collected here resoundingly support their claim featuring works by award winners and rising stars women and men by the river presents a
confluence of some of the most compelling voices in China today. Together their narratives reflect the rich diversity of Chinese experience in the modern era. These novellas are stories of coming of age in the countryside of romance in the shadow of an electrical power station or in the watery landscape of a lost love of a daughter’s epic journey to find her estranged mother whether telling of love or loss of work or play along the river of experience the narratives are replete with details that bring literary depth to the everyday. The mark of the novella these details and the novellas into which they are woven defy simple answers to moral and political questions about modern life leaving readers with the feeling that their world has been made larger that they have seen through different eyes for a moment if not forever reflecting modern Chinese life in the city and in the countryside and among diverse regional cultures by the river showcases the best of contemporary Chinese long form fiction.

By the River 2004-07-23

This is a short story compilation of three short stories written by Liang Yaosheng enjoy the intrigue and suspense of the murder thrillers and do send me your comments. The three short stories are respectively what is necessary smoke gets in your eyes and kira.

The Murder Chronicles 1978

An epic mafia romance not for the faint of heart the hotter than hell series crosses the line into dark romance the books are steamy unethical and hot written by USA today bestselling author Holly Roberts the hotter than hell series is filled with violence, passion and filthy language and is not for everyone. The motorcycle outlaw is out for blood in Burn. Dax i took over the club and the struggle for existence the call of the wild is a tale about unbreakable spirit and the fight for survival in the frozen Alaskan Klondike. The story takes place in the extreme conditions of the Yukon during the 19th century Klondike gold rush where strong sled dogs were in high demand after buck a domesticated dog is snatched from a pastoral ranch in California he is sold into a brutal life as a sled dog. The work details buck’s struggle to adjust and survive. The cruel treatment he receives from humans other dogs and nature he eventually sheds the veneer of civilization altogether and instead relies on primordial instincts and the lessons he has learned to become a respected and feared leader in the wild. White Fang is the story of a wild dog’s journey toward becoming civilized in the Canadian territory of Yukon during the Klondike gold rush at the end of the nineteen century. White Fang is a companion novel and a thematic mirror to Jack London’s best known work the call of the wild which concerns a kidnapped civilized dog turning into a wild wolf the book is characteristic of London’s precise prose style and his innovative use of voice and perspective much of the novel is written from the viewpoint of the animals allowing London to explore how animals view their world and how they view humans.

Burn 2009-04-30

First published in 1903 the call of the wild is regarded as Jack London’s masterpiece based on London’s experiences as a gold prospector in the Canadian wilderness and his ideas about nature and the struggle for existence. The call of the wild is a tale about unbreakable spirit and the fight for survival in the frozen Alaskan Klondike. The story takes place in the extreme conditions of the Yukon during the 19th century Klondike gold rush where strong sled dogs were in high demand after buck a domesticated dog is snatched from a pastoral ranch in California he is sold into a brutal life as a sled dog. The work details buck’s struggle to adjust and survive. The cruel treatment he receives from humans other dogs and nature he eventually sheds the veneer of civilization altogether and instead relies on primordial instincts and the lessons he has learned to become a respected and feared leader in the wild. White Fang is the story of a wild dog’s journey toward becoming civilized in the Canadian territory of Yukon during the Klondike gold rush at the end of the nineteen century. White Fang is a companion novel and a thematic mirror to Jack London’s best known work the call of the wild which concerns a kidnapped civilized dog turning into a wild wolf the book is characteristic of London’s precise prose style and his innovative use of voice and perspective much of the novel is written from the viewpoint of the animals allowing London to explore how animals view their world and how they view humans.

Dragons Don’t Love 2015-05-21

From the acclaimed author of brothers and China in ten words here is Yu Hua’s unflinching portrait of life under Chairman Mao. A cart pusher in a silk mill Xu Sanguan augments his meager salary with regular visits to the local blood chief. His visits become lethally frequent as he struggles to provide for his wife and three sons at the height of the Cultural Revolution. Although the poverty and betrayals of Mao’s regime have drained him Xu Sanguan ultimately finds strength in the blood ties of his family with rare emotional intensity grippingly raw descriptions of place and time and clear eyed compassion Yu Hua gives us a stunning tapestry of human life in the grave particulars of one man’s days.

Dragons Live Forever 2019-04-17

A new beautifully laid out edition of Jack London’s 1906 classic adventure story selected by the Jack London Museum. The seawolf Press Jack London books have been selected to be sold in the Jack London Museum in Glen Ellen California. This is another indicator of the quality and accuracy of these editions set during the Klondike gold rush in the Yukon Territory. London’s 1906 story chronicles the story of a half dog half wolf beast in the wild as opposed to his famous call of the wild tale of a domestic dog reverting to the wild. White Fang depicts a wild animal eventually becoming domesticated it is a gripping tale told from the wolf’s point of view about the hard life in the frozen wilds of the north. The story concludes with White Fang returning to civilization.
The Call of the Wild + White Fang + The Son of the Wolf
2017-12-04
conan the cimmerian the boy thief who became a mercenary who fought and loved his way across fabled lands to become king of aquilonia neither supernatural fiends nor demonic sorcery could oppose the barbarian warrior as he wielded his mighty sword and dispatched his enemies to a bloody doom on the battlefields of the legendary hyborian age collected together in one volume for the very first time in chronological order are robert e howard's tales of the legendary hero as fresh and atmospheric today as when they were first published in the pulp magazines of more than seventy years ago compiled by and with a foreword and afterword by award winning writer and editor stephen jones

Chronicle of a Blood Merchant 1993
conan blood drenched barbarian adventurer mercenary pirate and king by his own hand the greatest sword and sorcery hero of them all who has thrilled fans for seven decades this fourth fantastic collection continues conan's adventures adapted from robert e howard's legendary stories and featuring brilliant artwork from two classic comic artists barry windsor smith and john buscema originally published 30 years ago and now available for a whole new generation of fans to enjoy these previously uncollected strips have been digitally re coloured once more bringing to life the epic saga of this greatest of warriors

White Fang (illustrated Edition) 2021-08-31
today's world is one marked by the signs of digital capitalism and global capitalist expansion and china is increasingly being integrated into this global system of production and consumption as a result china's immediate material impact is now felt almost everywhere in the world however the significance and process of this integration is far from understood this study shows how the a priori categories of statistical reasoning came to be re born and re lived in the people's republic as essential conditions for the possibility of a new mode of knowledge and governance from the ruins of the maoist revolution china has risen through a mode of quantitative self objectification as the author argues an epistemological rift has separated the maoist years from the present age of the people's republic which appears on the global stage as a mirage this study is an ethnographic investigation of concepts of the conceptual forces that have produced and been produced by two forms of knowledge life and governance as the author shows the world of china contrary to the common view is not the chinese world it is a symptomatic moment of our world at the present time

The Complete Chronicles of Conan 1853
long ago a great evil appeared and nearly destroyed the entire world his name was laccid along with his army of shadow beasts he laid waste to anyone who stood in his path the only ones who were able to stop him were a group of warriors known as the elementals these five warriors each with the ability to control one of the elements defeated laccid and his legions of shadow beasts but some escaped those five elementals would go on to become the first guardians of nature but with the fear that another threat would come along in the future the elementals created weapons known as the element daggers these daggers would possess the soul of the previous guardians and change form when the new guardian is chosen now five hundred years later the young elemental rylet has the task of discovering which element power he will receive will he get the power of fire like his father blazent the current fire guardian or will he get the power of wind like the wind guardian soren his uncle and will the guardians of today be strong enough to face a new evil that's on the horizon do they even have a chance of defeating a powerful foe from the past

The Chronicles of Conan
vanguardius chronicles tells the story of a young wolf named alari as two of the three floating great islands canis island and felis island go to war alari is thrown into the middle of the fight when the only family she has left is captured and taken to an unspeakable place where no one comes out alive with her mentor fang brutalized and starved by the lions alari must travel beyond her beloved homeland pack to find him but what she comes to figure out is that the ancient protector of the domain the vanguardius lives on inside her now with her new title and her best friends twins artemis and apollo at her side alari must do what it takes to find fang and come to terms with whom she was always destined to be

The Siam Chronicle
set during the klondike gold rush in the yukon territory this story chronicles the story of a half dog half wolf beast in the wild white fang depicts a wild animal eventually becoming domesticated it is a gripping tale told from the wolf's point of view about the hard life in the frozen wilds of the north
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